Parent Implementation Program (PIP)

“Parents and their children growing together”

CHULA VISTA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT

Each Child is an Individual of Great Worth
WHAT IS PIP?

- **Free** program for Chula Vista families with **children ages 3-6** experiencing **mild-severe behavior difficulties**
- PIP is a certified expansion site of the Regional Intervention Program based out of **Vanderbilt University**. This **research based program** has been serving families since **1969**
- PIP provides a **support system** and **safe environment** for families as they **learn skills** to effectively **address challenging behaviors**
- PIP meets on **Mon** and **Wed** and has **morning (8:30-10:30)** and **afternoon (12:00-2:00)** sessions available

10 News PIP Story: https://youtu.be/zLUzVeXtlhw
WHAT HAPPENS AT PIP?

• **During Phase 1**: Children participate in small group classroom activities that develop their social-emotional and behavioral skills while they practice new ways of expressing themselves. Parents will receive active treatment training from a Case Manager on specific positive behavior management strategies and skills to effectively address their families unique needs and child’s specific challenging behaviors.

• **During Phase 2**: Children continue to attend the small group classroom activities to strengthen their social emotional skills and Parents will be able to practice their own skills while giving back to the program by supporting new families.
“WITH ALL THE UPS AND DOWNS THAT MAY PRESENT THROUGHOUT YOUR JOURNEY AS A PARENT, PIP IS HERE TO HELP. OUR MAIN FOCUS IS BREAKING OLD PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR AND PROVIDING FAMILIES WITH STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS AND REPLACE UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR, RESULTING IN A MORE POSITIVE FAMILY DYNAMIC.”

Want to Learn More?

**PIP Contact Info:**

Chelsea Gould, CVESD Early Intervention Program Specialist

Chelsea.Gould@cvesd.org

(619) 425-9600 ext 6471